
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Thank you for purchasing this Helmet – Guard
VentureShield  Protection  System.

Always read the instructions below fully prior to
attempting application. For a video of how to apply
the kit please visit www.helmetguard.co.uk.

Kit includes:
5 Pre-cut pieces of VentureShield
One mist spray bottle containing application solution
One felt squeegee

Tools Needed:
Heat gun or hair dryer
Clean tissue or lint-free cloth

Application: Must always take place in a warm (60-80 degrees), dry and
clean location. Your hands and crash helmet must be clean before applying.

NOTE: Fill the mist spray bottle with tap water making sure it is FULL and
shake well. The application solution is already in the bottle. (The solution allows easy
Positioning of the material onto the area to be protected and also enables handling of the kit)

STEP 1.
Remove the visor from the helmet and make sure that the surface of the
helmet is clean and free of any polishes or silicon based sprays, oil or grease.
STEP 2.
Spray the area of the helmet (where the material will be fixed) with the application fluid and making sure it
is well covered.  Peel the material off of the backing paper while spraying the adhesive side, making sure
that your fingers are wet with the solution at all times to avoid fingerprint marks.
STEP 3
Start on the top central piece. Spray the face of the film with the application fluid (material must be wet at
all times). Start by attaching the Helmet-Guard VenfureShield centrally to the area as close as possible to
the top vents. Once you are happy with the position of the material, use the felt squeegee, using sufficient
pressure to remove all  solution and air from under the material. Once this side of the helmet area is fixed,
stretch the remaining material across the chin piece and the other side, to fit. Use the hair dryer to dry and
allow the film to be manipulated. Then repeat the process of removing the slip solution and air from
underneath the material.
STEP 4.
(Chin Area) Always start from centre. Using the same process as the top piece, apply the material to the
chin area. Make sure the piece is central and stretch the material while using the rubber visor seal as a
guide. Pull the material around to the side of the helmet,and once in place use the squeegee to remove slip
solution and air until fixed. Again use the heat from the heat gun or hair dryer to dry and seal the vinyl.
STEP 5.
Continue working the film until all areas are secured, and dry off any excess fluid with a lint free paper
towel or cloth.
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